
From: dagon
Subject: fyi

Date: January 29, 2017 at 12:50 PM
To: Manos Antonakakis

The Russians are killing spies with knowledge of the dossier
materials:

http://www.inquisitr.com/3930099/former-kgb-chief-who-allegedly-helped-to-compile-golden-shower-dossier-on-donald-trump-found-
dead/

Oh, and Trump purged the National Security Council (removing General
Dunford) and put Steve Bannon (his PR guy) on the NSC:

http://www.politico.com/story/2017/01/mccain-bannon-nsc-234329

My guess: The purged NSC will now say that Russia has given us great
intel on ISIS, and that we should lift sanctions now that Russia is
helping.  (The public will have no way to judget this.)

All this to protect Trump from the dossier materials.

-- 
David Dagon

D970 6D9E E500 E877 B1E3  D3F8 5937 48DC 0FDC E717



From: Manos Antonakakis
Subject: Re: fyi

Date: January 29, 2017 at 12:54 PM
To: dagon

Bcc:

What the fuck is going on? Can you please explain why 
GOP is not doing something? 

-- 
Manos Antonakakis | manos@gatech.edu
Georgia Institute of Technology
FF7D 4FDF 9115 8077 92D2  5B59 5120 5E89 BE1B 3668



From: dagon
Subject: Re: fyi

Date: January 29, 2017 at 1:08 PM
To: Manos Antonakakis



On Sun, Jan 29, 2017 at 12:55:02PM -0500, Manos Antonakakis wrote:
What the fuck is going on? Can you please explain why 
GOP is not doing something? 

Some in the GOP knows what's up (Graham, McCain), but most are all too
happy to have their narrow, specific agendas advanced (e.g., removing
social security, ACA/Obama-care repeal, more tax cuts for companies,
etc.)  They put party ahead of country, in short.

In 2018 the Senate (and maybe the House) may flip, and there will then
be real investigations (but again, party will be ahead of country, as
Democrats look into corruption for narrow purposes).

Now that the Russians are killing people with knowledge of the
dossier, we can hope for a defector who gets to a non-US embassy in
Moscow.

                       *     *     *

Here's another bit of corruption to watch (minor stuff really, but
take note):

Anthony Scaramucci (who essentially assumed Valerie Jarrett's outreach
role in the Trump Whitehouse), sold his SkyBridge FOF for 7x valuation
(compared to normalized EBITDA multiples of 3x for similar such
funds), to a Chinese firm (HNA Group), and some "unknown investor"
with connections to Chavez/Venezuela (a one Danilo Diazgranados
Manglano of RON investment, a company incorporated in the island of
Jersey).  Scaramucci says he doesn't know the people behind RON, but
they've been invested in SkyBridge for years....  That's all I needed
to hear to suspect fraud.

  https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-01-27/scaramucci-scores-millions-from-a-buyer-with-mystery-investors

It's worth watching the stunned reporters talk about the windfall:

  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FCouGYINXPk

Speculation: this could be Venezuelan money laundering, or even
government officials buying protection against US Senate Foreign
Relations Committee investigation into VE food corruption.  (Military
food smuggling by Nicolas Maduro's government is a kleptocratic reward
for loyalists, now that their currency is worthless).  Or it could be
Trump/Russian money, using Diazgranados as a bagman.  I'm betting it's
just kleptocratic wealth extraction from starving Venezuelans, but
could be more.  (There's corruption everywhere of course but a special
fate must await those who profit off human starvation.)

While bitcoin is huge in VE and there's tons of malware, this might
not affect our work every much.  I'm expecting bitcoin laundering to
be mostly used by criminal gangs, while VE corrupt officials use Wall
Street/Scaramucci.

-- 
David Dagon

D970 6D9E E500 E877 B1E3  D3F8 5937 48DC 0FDC E717



From: Manos Antonakakis
Subject: Re: fyi

Date: January 29, 2017 at 1:21 PM
To: dagon

Bcc:

On Sun, Jan 29, 2017 at 01:08:23PM -0500, dagon wrote:
On Sun, Jan 29, 2017 at 12:55:02PM -0500, Manos Antonakakis wrote:

What the fuck is going on? Can you please explain why 
GOP is not doing something? 

Some in the GOP knows what's up (Graham, McCain), but most are all too
happy to have their narrow, specific agendas advanced (e.g., removing
social security, ACA/Obama-care repeal, more tax cuts for companies,
etc.)  They put party ahead of country, in short.

In 2018 the Senate (and maybe the House) may flip, and there will then
be real investigations (but again, party will be ahead of country, as
Democrats look into corruption for narrow purposes).

Now that the Russians are killing people with knowledge of the
dossier, we can hope for a defector who gets to a non-US embassy in
Moscow.

                       *     *     *

Here's another bit of corruption to watch (minor stuff really, but
take note):

Anthony Scaramucci (who essentially assumed Valerie Jarrett's outreach
role in the Trump Whitehouse), sold his SkyBridge FOF for 7x valuation
(compared to normalized EBITDA multiples of 3x for similar such
funds), to a Chinese firm (HNA Group), and some "unknown investor"
with connections to Chavez/Venezuela (a one Danilo Diazgranados
Manglano of RON investment, a company incorporated in the island of
Jersey).  Scaramucci says he doesn't know the people behind RON, but
they've been invested in SkyBridge for years....  That's all I needed
to hear to suspect fraud.

  https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-01-27/scaramucci-scores-millions-from-a-buyer-with-mystery-investors

It's worth watching the stunned reporters talk about the windfall:

  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FCouGYINXPk

Speculation: this could be Venezuelan money laundering, or even
government officials buying protection against US Senate Foreign
Relations Committee investigation into VE food corruption.  (Military
food smuggling by Nicolas Maduro's government is a kleptocratic reward
for loyalists, now that their currency is worthless).  Or it could be
Trump/Russian money, using Diazgranados as a bagman.  I'm betting it's
just kleptocratic wealth extraction from starving Venezuelans, but
could be more.  (There's corruption everywhere of course but a special
fate must await those who profit off human starvation.)

So, let me get this straight. You are selling something, because you
have to get rid of it and you strike a deal 7.5 times the true value,
and 2 times the average fund-to-fund acquisition price? And, you have
no idea to who you are really selling to? 

Note, you and me had to go through a COI plan to write the DARPA
proposal. What is happening to this great county? (Rhetorical)

-- 
Manos Antonakakis | manos@gatech.edu
Georgia Institute of Technology
FF7D 4FDF 9115 8077 92D2  5B59 5120 5E89 BE1B 3668





From: dagon
Subject: Re: fyi

Date: January 29, 2017 at 1:37 PM
To: Manos Antonakakis

On Sun, Jan 29, 2017 at 01:22:18PM -0500, Manos Antonakakis wrote:
So, let me get this straight. You are selling something, because you
have to get rid of it and you strike a deal 7.5 times the true value,
and 2 times the average fund-to-fund acquisition price? And, you have
no idea to who you are really selling to? 

Yea, but it looks like simple kleptocracy, just from the VE food
programs (now that their currency is junk).  Normally, this would be a
major news issue, but there are so many other issues right now.  I'm
just guessing this doesn't affect us (VE gov hates bitcoin), but keep
an eye out for VE traffic/botnets.  Some day, however, Scarmucci will
be noted for having profited from starvation, rest assured.

Note, you and me had to go through a COI plan to write the DARPA
proposal. What is happening to this great county? (Rhetorical)

Silly, yes.  Don't worry; this is temporary.  I've actually seen worse
in the 1970s.  The 2018 elections will be an earthquake.

-- 
David Dagon

D970 6D9E E500 E877 B1E3  D3F8 5937 48DC 0FDC E717




